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How did the Ice Age end?How did men survive during the end of the Ice Age?Discover the
science behind the Ice Age World?Where have mammoths been found?The questions of what
happened at the end of the Ice Age and why the woolly mammoth disappeared have been
asked by many. Unfortunately, the answers given are usually in line with an evolutionary world
view. Author Michael Oard gives biblically and scientifically sound answers to these relevant
questions for young readers in an exciting story of one boy and his family.Follow Tungus and his
tribe as they travel to a better climate away from the dust storms at the end of the great Ice Age.
Learn how people lived, the challenges they faced in daily life, and why the woolly mammoths
disappeared while the Ice Age was ending.

About the AuthorMichael Oard earned his master's degree in atmospheric science in 1973 from
the University of Washington. He was a meteorologist with the National Weather Service,
beginning in 1973 and lead forecaster in Great Falls, Montana, from 1981 to 2001. He has
written literally dozens of articles for various secular publications, The Creation Research
Society Quarterly, and Creation Ex Nihilo Technical Journal. He is the author of five other books,
including The Weather Book, Frozen in Time and Life in the Great Ice Age, all published by
Master Books.
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Heather, “Review from an 11-year-old homeschooled girl. Yakut and his tribe were going to
leave. But Jabeth asked them to stay. “We’ll be able to fight Nabor and his tribe more. Plus, we
want to learn how to grow a garden.” Jabeth said. Yakut gave Jabeth some shells. He took them
since Yakut had few possessions. Then they began planning their garden and building huts.
When the men were working Tungus and Eric managed to slip away and throw a few rocks in the
river. One time Eric saw his older sister with Kolyma. “Ick! I bet their going to kiss. I never want to
kiss a girl!” Said Eric. “I do.” Tungus said. I like this book because it tells a realistic story about life
at the end of the great ice age.”

becky burchett, “Well written. Well written”

Kom Sm, “Loved it. My 8 year old son is devouring books on this time frame... dinosaurs, etc.
We love the biblical worldview and addressing this topic from perspective.”

Debbie, “Fiction followed by the science explained. Probably aimed at 10-12 year olds.. This
book is a look from the biblical perspective at the causes of the Ice Age and what we know about
how people lived during that time and what happened to the woolly mammoths. Much of this is
written in a fictional account from the viewpoint of a 12-year-old boy living in what is now
Germany and a 12-year-old boy who migrated with his family from Siberia. We see how they live
now and the two tribes talked about how things changed in Siberia. Both the story and the
nonfiction scientific explanation after it seemed aimed at 10- to 12-year-olds (and older).The
nonfiction section explained how the worldwide flood described in the Bible would create the
correct conditions to cause an ice age and dust storms, the evidence of which we see still today
on the landscape. The authors also talked about the mass extinctions of large animals around
this time with a focus on the extinction of the woolly mammoth. The illustrations showed scenes
from the story and had a realistic (though somewhat blurred) look. Overall, I'd recommend this
book to those who want an overview of the science and archaeology of the Ice Age from a
biblical perspective.”

Book Mama, “Excwllentn creationist book. This is a great book for young earth creationists. The
evolutionists have tons of books for children to promote their faith. There are many fewer for
those of us who belive in the literal interpretation of the Bible. So don't begrudge a good book
that promotes our views. If you choose to put your faith in evolution then just skip this book.
Those of us who put our faith in God will be glad to have another book to help us teach our
children.”

Andreas Bugus, “Good book. Brilliant book. I love the way it shows how man and mammoth
lived together before the mammoths became extinct. Sometimes think world would have been a



better place if it had been man that became extinct instead, but God has a plan to offer man an
incredible future and not mammoths thankfully.”

The book by Kristine O'Connell George has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 18 people have provided
feedback.
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